Parts of a electric guitar diagram

When learning guitar, I and other tutors will make reference to some of the terminology found
on this page, so you need to know where these parts are on your guitar and what their function
is. It's also useful when shopping for a guitar so you fully understand the specification you're
getting. The electric guitar on the right pictured above has what are called cutaways in its
design - scoops where the neck meets the body. These allow you to reach the higher frets
without obstruction from the body. Guitars can have one or two cutaways and acoustic guitars
can also have them typically electro-acoustics. Let's take a more in depth look at the individual
parts of the guitar acoustic and electric from head to "tail" On a standard six string guitar their
are six tuning machines that provide the mechanism to tune each string. To tune the strings up
or down you turn the tuning pegs. Connected to each tuning peg is the tuning machine - the
mechanism that turns the tuning posts and winds the string, making it tighter tune up or looser
tune down. Each tuning post has a hole to thread the string through. The headstock can also be
where you access the truss rod , which runs inside the length of the neck. I won't go into that
too much now because it's a more advanced setup option and isn't used very often unless your
guitar is stored in environments with frequent fluctuations in temperature. In a nutshell, the
truss rod increases or relieves the bow in the neck, which can help to eliminate fret buzz. If
you're interested, you can find out more about setting up your guitar here - bookmark that page.
If you're an absolute beginner, it's not that important right at this moment. Learn the parts of the
guitar first! The nut is responsible for seating the strings as they pass from the headstock on to
the guitar neck and fingerboard. The strings get seated into the slits in the nut. It marks one end
of the vibrating length of the string when plucked, the other end being the bridge. The neck ,
typically made of mahogany or maple, is not the same part as the fretboard see below. The
fretboard is in fact glued on to the neck. When holding the guitar, your thumb will be positioned
around the back of the neck. The fretboard also called the fingerboard is where you "press" the
strings to create notes and chords. Along the fretboard are raised metal frets, or fret wires. You
press the string s down just behind the fret wire to create a particular note or chord. The most
common fretboard materials are rosewood and maple. Maple is the lighter wood and generally
produces a brighter, tighter sound. Along the fretboard there are often inlay markers , either
dots or more elaborate markings positioned at regular fret intervals usually frets 3, 5, 7, 9, 12,
15, 17, 19, 21 and 24 if the guitar has 24 frets. This is where the neck is connected to the body.
The neck is attached either through a bolt-on usually 3 or 4 screws , set-in or neck-through
construction. Both set-in and neck-through construction generally improve sustain, although
bolt-on is still used on many high end guitars. They're also used for cosmetic reasons, often a
different colour from the body or with a pattern. The pickups are situated on the body where the
fretboard ends. These are the magnetic parts responsible for picking up the string vibrations
and translating this into sound through your amplifier. The pickup closest to the bridge is called
the bridge or lead pickup. The pickup closest to the neck is called the neck, rhythm or jazz
pickup. The two main types of pickup are single coil right, top and humbucker or double coil.
Single coils traditionally used on Strat style guitars have a thinner, brighter sound than the
fatter, warmer sounding humbuckers typically used on Les Paul style guitars. Humbuckers are
often covered with chrome or brass plates. The name humbucker comes from the fact they were
made to produce less noise than single coils. Literally "bucking the hum". These are the knobs
and switches that control the volume and tone of the signal from the pickups to the output.
Guitars commonly have one tone knob per pickup and one master volume. Some also have a
volume knob for each pickup. Electric guitars also have a pickup selector switch so you can
choose which pickup s to activate. Guitars with three pickups e. Strats tend to use 5-way pickup
switches. The first position for the bridge pickup only, the second selects bridge and middle,
third selects middle only, fourth middle and neck, fifth neck only. Acoustic guitars use what is
called a sound hole to amplify the sound of the picked or strummed strings. Electro-acoustic
guitars also use a pickup and onboard preamp, giving you the option to plug in like you would
an electric and use an external amplifier. Remember how the nut is one end of the vibrating
length of the string? The bridge is the other, and is where the string meets the body. On electric
guitars, individual saddles support each string after it's threaded through either the body or a
tail piece. Adjustments can be made at the bridge to string height and intonation more on these
setup elements another time. Some guitar bridges support the use of a tremolo arm also known
as a whammy bar, see pic. The tremolo arm moves the bridge up and down to quickly change
the pitch of the strings and back again, producing a vibrato effect or "dive bomb". The bridge on
acoustic guitars serves exactly the same purpose - to transfer string vibration to the guitar
body. However, acoustic bridges are much simpler. They typically consist of a single piece of
wood e. Simply where each end of the strap attaches to the guitar, usually one at the base of the
body, the other at the top of the body near the neck or even on the neck itself. I'm sure you
know what these are! Strings come in different gauges thickness and materials - steel for

electric, steel, brass or bronze for acoustic and nylon for classical acoustic. Gauge is measured
in inches. For example, I typically use a. If you hear someone refer to using "10's", they will
likely mean a set of strings of which the skinniest string is. The most common gauges range
from. Please consider donating to fretjam and support the free lessons Have any questions,
thoughts or ideas about this lesson? Let us know using the comments form below. Take some
time to learn the parts of the guitar and get to know your instrument! So, pretty straightforward
stuff, but take your time as always. In-line Tuners. Classical Tuners. Did This Help You? Say
"thanks" by sharing this with fellow guitarists Share Your Thoughts Where Next? Go to our FAQ
page for more info. Learning the parts of the guitar for both acoustic and electric guitars is
important for every guitarist. In this guide you will learn all the important guitar part names,
what they look like, what they do, and different variations for each part. By the end of this guide,
you will be able to talk to any guitarist and fully understand any guitar parts they mention.
Check out this guide to learn about the different types of guitars you can buy. While all of the
above guitars have different parts, design, and features, the main parts are the same. While all
have a head, neck, and body, the shape, features, and design are all different across the guitars.
We will dig deeper into each part later on. The main point to remember is that all guitars start
out with these main parts. The below diagram shows two different acoustic guitars with the
parts labeled. The guitar on the left is a steel string acoustic and the guitar on the right is a
nylon string acoustic. While the two types of acoustic guitars are very different in how they
sound and play, many of the parts are similar. In the above diagram, the shape of the body is
different. The steel-string acoustic has a cutaway to give better access to the upper frets. Most
guitars have a combination of markers on the side of the neck and on the fretboard. Find out
what the dot markers and inlays mean and how to use them in this guide. The below diagram
shows two different electric guitars and their parts. The electric guitar on the left is a Fender
Stratocaster and the guitar on the right is a Gibson Les Paul. These are two very popular guitar
models, but there are plenty of different variations of electric guitar, all with different parts.
There are more parts to remember on electric guitars because of the electronics used and
different features not available on acoustic guitars. The strat on the left has three single-coil
pickups and the Les Paul on the right has two humbuckers. Single-coil pickups and
humbuckers are the two most common types of pickups you will see, but there are other types
as well. What makes electric guitars confusing at times is the number of different parts
available. The different types of bridges available for electric guitars are covered later as well as
why guitarists use different bridges. This is where the strings connect and where you tune the
strings up. The below examples show how different headstocks can be across different guitars:.
There are other layouts as seen above. Some headstocks are angled to varying degrees while
others are straight. The angle of the headstock affects tuning stability. The guitar to the far right
shows an example of a headless guitar. Headless guitars are tuned on the other side of the
guitar behind the bridge. On some of the above headstocks, you may notice a plastic cover
behind the strings on the three black headstocks. This plastic cover is called a truss rod cover
and is used to, well, cover the truss rod. Tuning machines or pegs are found on the headstock.
These pegs allow you to thread the string through and tune up the guitar. The nut is where the
string rests on the guitar. The nut is one of the most important parts of the guitar for overall
playability and sound quality. A poorly fitted or worn out nut can cause string buzzing, tuning
stability problems, or action issues. The nut can be made out of different materials such as
ebony, plastic, bone, graphite, or ivory. As you can see from the example to the right, they can
also be made out of metal. Locking nuts are found on guitars with free-floating tremolo systems
such as the Floyd Rose tremolo. As covered earlier, the neck is the part of the guitar that
connects the headstock to the body of the guitar. People often mix up the terms neck and
fretboard. The fretboard covered later is a part of the neck. The guitars below show the different
designs necks can have. Some are made from one solid piece of wood, while others are made
by laminating multiple pieces of wood together. Different types of wood offer different levels of
strength for the neck. Necks can also come in different finishes. In the above examples, you can
see how some necks have a gloss while others have a more satin or matte finish. Many guitars
have painted necks with different finishes. Some guitarists like the feel of a smooth satin neck,
while others prefer something with more grip. When a guitar is tuned up, the strings add
tremendous tension to the neck. To offset the tension, a truss rod runs through the middle of
the neck. A truss rod is made of steel or graphite bars that can either be adjustable or
non-adjustable. An adjustable truss rod like the one below allows you to change the relief of the
neck as shown below:. This means the rod can be adjusted in either direction to create more or
less relief. If you look at the headstocks from earlier, you will see some have a plastic cover
called the Truss Rod Cover. Behind the plastic cover is access to the truss rod. Other guitars
allow you to adjust the truss rod on the other end of the neck either through the soundhole in

acoustic guitars or next to the pickup electric guitars. Find out everything you would want to
know about Truss Rods in this guide. The three main types of wood used for fretboards are
ebony, maple, and rosewood as shown below:. The larger the radius, the flatter the fretboard
feels when you play it. A compound radius is where the radius changes along the fretboard. The
radius is smaller towards the headstock and larger towards the body. Frets are the metal wire
running across the fretboard. When you push your fingers down against the strings, the strings
press against the frets. Typical fretwire contains nickel, copper, and zinc. Good quality fretwire
is either high in zinc or is made of stainless steel. Stainless steel is becoming more popular on
modern guitars due to their hardness and durability. Guitars can be refretted and worn frets can
sometimes be restored to good playable standards by recrowning and levelling them. The
above image shows a closeup of a fretwire. Some manufacturers also glue the frets into
position. Frets also come in different sizes which affects how the guitar feels to play. The below
fretboards show different examples of inlays and position markers. The most common setup is
for the 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 17, 19, 21, 24th frets to have a marker. Almost all guitars have position
markers on the side of the neck the bottom example. Dot inlays the second example are very
common, but there are countless varieties and styles available. Read this guide to learn more
about fret markers and how to use them in this guide. Inlays can be made out of plastic,
abalone, pearl, mother of pearl, paua, shell, metal, stone, or even LEDs. Intricate inlays can be
either cut by hand or cut by CNC machine. Check out this guide for an in-depth comparison of
the three types of neck joints. The guide also explains some common myths guitarists believe
about neck joints and sustain. Playing the upper frets on a neck-through guitar feels completely
different from playing a guitar with a bolt-on neck. Learn more about guitar neck types here. For
electric guitars, the pickups play the most important role in shaping your tone. Different types
of pickups change the tone in completely different ways. If you were to remove a humbucker
pickup and replace it with a single coil pickup, you will end up with a completely different
sounding guitar. Part 2 of my Guitar Effects and Tone Course gives you a good idea of how
different pickups can lead to different tones. Whether you need a guitar with a pickguard or not
depends on your style of playing. If you strum the strings hard in a big arc, your pick is likely to
hit the body of the guitar. Over time this can cause a lot of wear on the guitar. The bridge is the
other point where the strings are connected the first point is the nut. There are many different
types of bridges and each type offers different benefits. Most acoustic bridges are more or less
the same, while electric guitar bridges can vary greatly. The main type types of bridges to
consider on electric guitars are tremolos and fixed bridges. Tremolo bridges allow you to raise
or lower the pitch of the strings using a tremolo bar covered next. The way you connect the
strings to the guitar depends on the type of bridge. The acoustic bridge on the far left uses pins
to hold the ball ends of the strings down. The other acoustic bridge on the far right requires you
to tie the strings to the bridge. Some electric guitars have holes in the back where the strings
are threaded through the bridge, while others like the Floyd Rose second on the left clamp the
strings into position. There are far too many differences in bridges to cover in this guide as
each one has different pros and cons. If the guitar uses a tremolo bridge, you will be able to
connect a whammy bar or tremolo arm. This metal bar allows you to lower or raise the pitch of
the notes you play. Standard tremolo bridges far left only allow you to push down on the bar to
lower the pitch. Find out more about Floyd Rose bridges in my ultimate guide here. Electric
guitars have two main types of knobs: volume and tone. Some guitars have one of each, while
others may have three or four in total. Guitars with four knobs usually have a volume and tone
knob for each pickup. There are two main types of pickup selectors: 3-way or 5-way. Guitars
that have two pickups eg: Les Paul tend to use 3-way pickup selectors. Guitars with three
pickups tend to have 5-way selectors. Why have a 3-way selector if there are only two pickups?
The answer is that the middle position uses both pickups together. You can get three different
sounds from two pickups this way. There are two extra positions where the guitar mixes two
pickups at the same time. You end up with five different tone settings using only three pickups.
Acoustic guitars have a large hole in the body between the bridge and the fretboard. This hole
gives us the loud sound we expect from an acoustic guitar. The far right example shows a
different type of sound hole on an acoustic guitar. Acoustic guitars like this one, and other
acoustic guitars without sound holes are designed for live performance. These guitars use
internal pickups for their sound rather than relying on a microphone. By removing the
soundhole, the guitarist can avoid feedback issues. Alternatively, guitarists can buy sound hole
covers to avoid feedback issues when performing live. Learning to play in both positions helps
you become a better guitarist. Strings are a crucial part of a guitar as they are responsible for
your tone and playability. Find out everything you would want to know about guitar strings in
this guide: Ultimate Guide to Guitar Strings. Classical guitars use nylon strings only the first
three strings are nylon and all other guitars use steel strings. There are many different types

with different coatings and features. An important aspect of guitar strings to consider for your
guitar is the gauge. The string gauge is how thick the strings are. The most popular string
gauge for electric guitar is. This means the thinnest string the high E string uses a. Some
guitarists prefer lighter strings eg:. Other guitarists use heavier strings so they can tune their
guitar lower while keeping the tension of the strings the same. You might find you prefer a
different gauge or brand. I personally always used to use heavier gauges until I tried a light
gauge set. Find out more about string gauge, metals used, coatings, windings, and more in this
Ultimate Guide on Guitar Strings. Did you find this guide useful? Click one of the social media
icons to the side to share it with somebody else who may find it useful. Every time you share a
post, it helps me dedicate more time to writing guides and reviews. If you want to receive more
useful guides like this, subscribe to my email list. Table of Contents show. When you get your
first electric guitar , you want to know about all the pieces and parts. We are going to go
through each nook and cranny. After reading this article, you'll have an understanding of what
each part is and what they do. The headstock is the very end of the guitar that you hold in your
non-dominant hand. This flat part of wood holds the tuners or hardware assembly. You'll
usually also see the guitar brand logo here. The size and shape of the headstock is determined
by the kind of tuner and arrangement. The tuners, on the head of the guitar, are geared
mechanisms create different pitches by raising and lowering the tension of the strings. The
strings wrap around each post and the post is connected to the back of the headstock. Tuners
can also be called tuning pegs, tuning machines, or tuning gears. It's a skinny piece of plastic
with little slots to hold each string. This is an important piece, because it stops the strings from
vibrating beyond the neck. The nut is one of two places where the strings stop vibrating, the
other is the bridge. The strings of an electric guitar are one of the most integral parts of the
instrument. The entire design of the guitar is based on how to make the strings create the best
sound, tone, and pitch. If you are not familiar with how to properly set up guitar strings, I would
recommend taking it in to be installed and adjusted. Frets are skinny pieces of metal on the
fretboard. This will shorten the vibration of the string and change the pitch of the note. Once
you become more familiar with playing, the fretmarkers won't be needed and you can move
from one fret to the next without having to look down! This is where you place your non
dominate hand to produce notes and chords. This isn't where you hang out with all your friends
and enjoy adult beverages. The bar is the other end where the strings are stopped from
vibrating. This metal rod is attached to the bridge and varies the string tension. This can also be
called the tremolo bar, whammy bar, vibrato bar, and wang bar. The pickup selector is a pretty
easy explanation. It's a switch that detemines which pickup to activate. The description for
pickups is a little more complicated. Pickups are magnets that create an electrical current.
These bar-like magnets let the amplifier convert the current into the awesome sound you're
looking for. If the pickups are close to the neck, you'll get a soft, rounded sound. If they are
towards the bridge, you'll hear a sharper sound. Single-coil used to be on all electric guitars and
consist of only one coil of wire; this option is very susceptible to hum. Single-coils will pick up
electrical noises like building wiring, fluorescent lighting, even a computer monitor. A benefit to
single-coil is they create a thin and clean sound. The second option is humbucker pickups. This
was patented in the s by Gibson. The humbucker pickups create a warm, smooth sound that
works well for rock, blues, and jazz guitarists. The bridge can hold multiple purposes. It is a
metal plate that secures the strings to the body of the guitar. This insures that your guitar is
tuned throughout the entire fretboard. There are three types of body styles: hollow body,
semi-hollow, and solid bodies. The hollow body is the most similar body type to an acoustic
guitar. This type is best for jazz guitars. They are likely to create more feedback at high levels of
amp. The semi-hollow body creates a sound similar to an electric guitar. You will need high
levels of amps, if a loud sound is desired. The last option is the solid body guitar. They are great
for long sustain and loud amplification. The volume and tone controls are knobs that allow you
to control the loudness of your guitar's sound and the frequencies for the bass and treble. Now
that you know all the parts of your electric guitar you are ready to start shredding! Notice: It
seems you have Javascript disabled in your Browser. In order to submit a comment to this post,
please write this code along with your comment: aaaf27bafcdcdb6. Ukulele Guitar. What is the
headstock? What are the tuners? What is the nut? What are the strings? What are frets? What
are fret markers? What is the fretboard? What is the bar? What are the pickup selector and
pickups? What is the bridge? What is the body of an electric guitar? What are the volume and
tone controls? Whats the output jack? Do Pets like Music? Practicing with Your Furry Friends.
Debunking 7 Common Guitar Myths. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here.
You have entered an incorrect email address! Enter your information below to get started! Get
Instant Access! T he parts of an electric guitar together let the viewer know that the are indeed
looking at a guitar. So far so good. An electric guitar really doesn't give that much of a clue as

to how revolutionary this invention really is. An electric guitar is innocent enough looking but
when plugged in it is a completely different animal. Can an acoustic guitar completely drown
out the crowd in a full stadium with volume so loud that most of the people could come out with
permanent damage to their hearing? The parts of an electric guitar that make it electric make
that possible. The Head of the guitar Is the flat part of wood at the end the neck that holds the
tuners. The size and shape determine the arrangement and kind of tuner and to a certain extent
the sustain of notes due to the way the neck vibrates. The shape and size of the head determine
the placement and arrangement of the tuners. They are usually arranged with either 6 on one
side or 3 on one side and 3 on the other. String retainers are mostly found on guitars like the
Fender Stratocaster. They are there to keep the tension on the string and keep it from popping
out of place. The truss adjustment adjusts the curve of the neck to keep the strings from
buzzing and to adjust the height of the strings. If your a beginner and don't want to mess up
your guitar, I would suggest that you have a knowledgeable friend that has done it dozens of
times or a good guitar tech take care of that for you if you need it. The nut is a piece of skinny
plastic or bone that has slots in it to hold each individual string. The nut makes a difference in
the sound and play-ability of a guitar. The slots have to be cut properly at the right depth to
keep the strings at the proper height above the frets to keep them from making buzzing sounds
and to make the guitar easier to play. The neck is the long piece of wood that projects from the
body and holds the fretboard, the frets, the nut, head and tuners. Inside the neck is a truss rod
that keeps the neck adjusted to the right curve so that everything works well. The frets are
pieces of skinny metal that run across the fretboard at regular spacing determined by the length
of the neck. When a chord or note is fretted, you push the string up against it with your fingers.
That shortens the length that the string vibrates and raises the pitch to the note of that place on
the fretboard. Fret markers are on the fretboard. They are usually a dot or other shape. They are
there to help you figure out where you are on the fretboard. After you have been playing for
awhile they become a subconscious marker that helps you know where you are without even
thinking about it. The fretboard is the top part of the neck that holds the frets and the fret
markers. The notes of the fretboard are all laid out according to the tuning in evenly spaced
intervals so that the notes are always in the same spots with the same tuning. They go from
skinny to fat. The exact size is the guitar owners choice. When going from one size set of
strings to another the guitar might need to be set up by a guitar tech because of the various
ways that the strings affect the guitar. Here's an example: I once got a wild hair and decided I
wanted fat strings on one of my guitars. Well, the neck didn't take the tension of the new strings
too well and the curve turned extreme. I could not play the guitar until I put the old size strings
back on. It's really your choice as to the size of the strings. Just be ready to take the guitar in
and have it setup again. This is one of the differences between the parts of an electric guitar
compared to an acoustic. Some have semi-hollow bodies with a solid piece of wood going down
the middle to keep it from howling with feedback. Some are hollow bodies meant for low volume
situations or some other way to keep the feedback down. Pickguards are there to keep the pick
from scratching the body, but that is not all that they do. On a guitar like a Fender Stratocaster,
they have all the electronics mounted to them. The pickups are the parts of an electric guitar
that make it an electric guitar. The pickups are electronic components that sense the movement
of a string and convert it to a small electric signal that is sent down the cord and into an
amplifier. There are many different types of pickups. Each with their own sound. You can
completely change the sound of an electric guitar by changing the pickups. The pickup selector
switches on and off the pickups in the electric guitar equipped with more than one pickup. This
changes the sound coming from the guitar. These parts of an electric guitar turn the volume up
and down and change the amount of treble. That's it. The Bridge of the electric guitar is where
the strings are anchored at the other end of the guitar. This is one of the parts of an electric
guitar that serves multiple purposes. Not only does it anchor the strings, it is also where the
intonation of the guitar is set. The intonation is adjusted by moving the parts called saddle. The
saddle can move back and forth with an adjustment screw and that is how the intonation is set.
This adjustment insures that the tuning is accurate all the way up and down the fretboard. The
best kind of a strap button is a locking strap button. This keeps your strap locked into place and
secure. Note: the output jack is labeled input on the picture, oops. The output jack is where the
signal from the pickups goes out to the amplifier. The tremolo bar whammy Bar. The tremolo
bar is one of the parts of an electric guitar that can be used for special effects of raising and
lowering the pitch of the notes. Return home from parts of an electric guitar. Welcome to
guitar-skill-builder. Parts of an electric guitar. Click the image above to check out the parts of a
acoustic guitar. Can't find it? Before you start trying to make noise, it is important that you are
familiar with all the names of the parts of a guitar , how they work and interact with each other,
and how to take proper care of the whole instrument. In this tutorial, you're going to learn the

name of all the devices that compose your axe. Whether acoustic or electric, your guitar has
many mechanical parts that you should be aware of. I usually recommend that new students
learn on an acoustic guitar first, because an electric guitar has a lot more parts , more
maintenance requirements, and more things to have to fool with. I figure that a new student
already has enough to do just trying to learn to play, but that is just me. If you are set on
learning on an electric guitar, then you need to know your weapon. The main difference between
an electric guitar, and an acoustic is that the sound of an acoustic is shaped by the type of
wood or woods it is made from, the type of internal bracing it has, and the basic design, such as
a rounded back, large sound chamber, etc An electric instrument requires extra equipment,
such as chords, and an amplifier, but the advantages are that even with an inexpensive electric
guitar, you can get just about any sound you want, by adjusting the controls on the guitar and
amplifier. You can also add external effects. With an acoustic, you are pretty much stuck with
what you have bought. The only recourse is to get another acoustic guitar if you're not happy
with the sound of your current one. The accompanying video is taught by the lovely and
talented Lisa Pursell from jamplay. Originally from Atlanta, Ga. She currently resides in
Nashville, Tn, and works as an author, guitar teacher, and performer. She is going to walk you
through some of the most guitar parts names. Be sure to watch the video before to proceed:.
Another advantage of electrics is that there is not as much difference between a high-priced
model, and the more modestly priced ones. The more expensive ones will certainly have a
better fit and finish, and will be set-up better, but a solid-body electric guitar is basically just a
piece of wood with electric pickups attached to it. For the extra money, you are mostly getting
prestige , maybe a little better electronics , and a more refined set-up. You can always change
the electronics in your current guitar if you need or want to. I'm particularly impressed with
some of the inexpensive models from Fender Squire, and Ibanez. It is important for you to know
and understand the basic parts of your guitar. For this article, I am going to assume you already
have a solid-body electric guitar. We'll cover arch-tops and hollow-body electrics in future
posts. Lets start by getting familiar with the basic parts of your electric guitar. You need to
know what each one does so if there is a problem, you can trace it down, and repair it yourself ,
or at least know what to tell a technician. You need to know how to make basic adjustments, do
basic maintenance, how to change strings properly , etc Now you have a good working
knowledge of what is contained in your guitar and its parts names, and hopefully, it is not so
mysterious anymore. An electric guitar is a marvel of engineering. Even though all the
mechanical parts and electronics are very basic, they allow for a complete customization of
everything on your guitar, something that is not possible with an acoustic. The Humbucker
pickup at the rear of Lisa's guitar in the video above is actually just two single-coil pickups
wound in opposite directions from each other. Hers are mounted side-by-side, which is the
most common type, but they also make "stacked" humbuckers , one on top of the other, that
can fit is a single-coil guitar cavity with little or no modification When Lisa is talking about
"lead" and such, regarding the pickup selector switch, what she means is that the closer to the
bridge the pickup is, the more high notes are expressed. It's not necessarily for "lead", but for
when you want more high frequencies to come to the front. Moving to the pickups closer to the
neck evens out the frequencies so that the lows come out more, and the sound becomes
somewhat softer. Blues and jazz musicians commonly play leads with the neck pickups, and I
prefer to use the middle and neck pickups together, most of the time. I only use the bridge
pickup for twangy country and surf music leads. The "out of phase" position she is talking
about is a custom wiring feature. Out of phase is when the polarity of one side of a humbucker,
or one single coil pickup when in combination with another, is reversed. Switching from
out-of-phase to in-phase increases the volume, and makes the sound harsher. Out of phase
wiring is not unique to Strats, but it is a unique way of wiring a 5-way switch, which many
guitars have. This is not possible with a 3-way switch, such as those on stock Telecasters , and
similar models. Normally, on a 5-way switch, the second position is wired to use the bridge
pickup, and the middle pickup together. Position 3 is just the middle pickup, position 4 is the
middle and neck pickups, and position 5 is the neck pickup. There are many custom wiring
options available. Some electric guitars have a piezo pickup mounted under the bridge for an
acoustic-like sound, and this pickup is also wired to the 5-way switch. There are many ways a
5-way switch can be configured. You may wonder why there is only one volume knob and two
tone knobs. Many guitars, like my Gibson Les Paul , actually have 2 volume, and 2 tone knobs.
The switch allows for using two pickups at a time, so you have a volume and tone control for
each pickup, so you can blend them and tailor your sound. Her Strat-style guitar only has one
volume knob, which means the pickups will be adjusted together, rather than separately.
However, there is a tone knob for each pickup, so they can be blended when used in tandem
with each other. Guitars with 3-way switches often only have 1 volume and 1 tone knob. Her

guitar has a Fulcrum Tremolo Bridge , which does not have the springs in the back. The amount
of pitch variation you can do with this type of bridge is limited but enough for most of us What
she is referring to as "Dive-Bombing" is aggressive and radical pitch shifting, more than one
whole tone , so much so that guitars with this kind of bridge have to have string locks at the nut
to keep the extra string tension from pulling the strings loose at the tuning posts. This is only
possible with a floating tremolo bridge, such as those made by Schaller. All floating bridges
have springs in the back, otherwise they would not work. What she means is that if tuning your
guitar is too big of a pain, you can have a technician put a bridge block in the back that keeps
the springs from moving at all rendering your tremolo bridge inoperative , so that your guitar
can be tuned normally. You can also do this yourself, but it is better to just replace the bridge
with something like a Tunomatic , or Fulcrum bridge. Another great option is replacing it with a
Bigsby Vibrato bridge. On her plucking hand, the classic PIMA designation is OK , but dated, as
there is no designation for the pinky, or Digitus minimus finger, which is also used in some
modern finger styles. D is the pinky finger. To clarify Lisa's second section, if the pitch gets
higher , you are moving up the neck. When the pitch is lowered , you are moving down the neck.
Easy, huh? Heavier gauge strings are not necessarily harder to play on if your guitars action is
set up for them. Most models of guitars are designed to use a certain gauge of string. Too heavy
a string will over-stress the neck and make it bow over time. Too light a gauge will not supply
enough tension , and the neck will bow backwards, in time. There is a little room to play with,
such as using light-medium strings on a guitar designed for light strings, etc Super-Light
gauges are mainly meant to be used with floating bridges, where the tension will be variable. A
heavier gauge will give you a more mellow, darker sound, and the strings will bend less. I use
Medium Jazz strings on my Gibson Les Paul, because it was designed to use medium strings,
and the heavier gauge takes full advantage of the hollow body for a beautiful bell-like sound. I
use light-mediums on my Stratocaster, and Telecaster because that's what they were designing
to use. The lighter gauges take advantage of the single-coil "bite" and attack for a twangy wail
that cuts through the other sounds on stage. To learn more about strings, check out our
complete guide. Actually skin acidity is not a big problem, if you remember to wipe your strings
off with a good degreaser like Windex after you are finished playing, every time. At least wipe
them off with a soft cloth or paper towel. This makes your strings last double the time. You
should also be using talcum powder on your hands when you play, both to increase speed, and
protect the strings from your skin acid and salts. It also protects the fretboard , which also
suffers from salt build-up. In my opinion, coated strings sound horrible , do not last much
longer, and are more expensive than a decent set of normal strings. Plastic will not make up for
a lack of proper care on your guitar. Do it the right way from the first, and you'll have few
problems later on. In the next section, tuning is pretty straight-forward. You should really be
using a tuner , either a physical unit, or one of the free ones online. I even have a tuner on my
cellphone. But if for some reason a tuner is not available, then manual tuning is fine, as long as
you can get one string to the proper pitch, by tuning it to a piano, or other instrument, a pitch
pipe, or if you were lucky enough to be born with "Perfect Pitch" ears and there are people like
that I have met a few, but they are rare indeed The irony is most of them I know only sing Once
you have any string to pitch, you can tune the others to it with the Comparative Method , which
she is demonstrating. You need to learn the correct way at first, then you can modify things to
your liking later on As a rule, your guitar should always be tuned to Concert Pitch , in order to
maintain proper string tension on the neck, and be doing the songs in the correct keys. When
she says, " If you need to use a strap , You should never play without a strap. More guitars are
damaged, and destroyed , by being dropped, than by any other incident. Straps are cheap
insurance. You should also use some sort of strap-lock system, because strap ends can wear
out rather quickly, and come loose at the worst possible times. Do your guitar a favor, and
always use a strap. The strap should be adjusted to where you can comfortably reach the
strings without feeling cramped. Many people that play a lot sitting down prefer the strap to be
just long enough to set the guitar on their leg, with no tension on the strap. Some people that
play standing up prefer their guitar to be at waist-level or even lower A lot of it depends on what
type of playing you do. I'am somewhere in the middle. It may take a bit of experimentation to
find what height is most comfortable for you. When you get it just right, you can play for hours
in total comfort. She is correct in recommending a guitar stool. These make it so much easier
on your back when playing that I don't understand why every guitar player doesn't have one. I
am not talking about a normal barstool. Stools made for guitar playing are at the exact correct
height to give you maximum stability and the least tension on your back muscles. If you've ever
played at someone's house for a few hours sitting in kitchen chairs, you know what I am talking
about As far as right-hand position , Lisa does a good job explaining it. If you'll just set your
upper forearm on the guitars upper bout, and let it fall naturally to the strings, and just hold

your wrist naturally, you'll be about right. Never cup your wrist under , or bow it away from the
strings. This will cause severe stress on your forearm muscles and wrist. You'll know in
short-order if you are doing this because the next day, you right arm may be all but
incapacitated from pain and soreness. Keeping your arm and wrist in a natural position will
allow to play all day in comfort your fingers may be a different story, but that is another issue.
And the 1 switch position on your guitar may not be the same as hers. It depends on what kind
of switch you have, and how it is wired. You need to know your guitar. Ok, now you should have
a good knowledge of the guitar parts names. The next thing to try is to play some basic chords
and enjoy the process. Check the links below for further help. Share with your fellow guitar
players! Guitar Gear. Right hand position Guitar Parts Names: conclusions Useful links. Main
parts of an electric guitar. Neck parts. Headstock parts. Main body electric guitar parts. Guitar
Body rear parts. Underneath the backplate. In the next lesson you'll learn your first chord on
guitar Free Guitar Chords pdf ebook to download for free. Lisa Pursell's complete lesson series.
Updated: January 25, by Richard Cole. When you start to learn this instrument you truly must
know where the guitar parts are , and also what are their basic function. A kind of metal rod that
is attached to instruments bridge and that varies guitars string tension. That is done by careful
tilting of the bridge in the opposite directions. The guitar box that gives an anchor for important
bridge and neck and also creates nice playing surface made for the left or right hand. It also
consists of secure housing for the electronics and bridge assembly. A kind of flat, and the
plank-like thing made from wood that also sits atop the neck of the guitar, and where you also
place your own left or right-hand fingers to create chords and notes. Thin metal types of bars or
wires that are running perpendicular to those strings and that also shorten the very effective
length of guitars string vibrating. They are enabling it for the creation of different pitches. The
guitar section is one that holds those tuning machines. It provides a safe place for those
manufacturers who want to display their logos. Quite long, and club-like kind of wooden piece
which connects the guitar headstock to its body. A grooved kind of stiff or silver nylon that
firmly stops that vibrating of the guitar strings beyond guitars neck. Guitar strings also pass
through some grooves on the way to headstock based tuners. This is one among those two
points where the v
utility trailer wiring diagram with brakes
1974 datsun f10
mustang 2011 convertible
ibrating strings area ends. The particular insertion point made that the cord can connect the
guitar to an amplifier and some other electronic objects or devices. Strings are truly a
completely integral part of this whole guitar system , despite that they are autonomous and
easily removable as a guitar part. Obviously, without the strings, there is no sound or music.
The guitars face, and in this electric guitars case, this is a decorative or cosmetic cap which
overlays the body of the guitar material. Knobs are the part that varies treble and bass
frequencies of the guitar along with its loudness. Your email address will not be published.
Updated: January 25, by Richard Cole When you start to learn this instrument you truly must
know where the guitar parts are , and also what are their basic function. Table of Contents.
Tremolo Bar. Output Jack. Pickup Selector. Strap Pin. Tuning Machines. Volume And Tone
Controls. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published.

